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Mercenary Kate Daniels tries to save her city from divine intervention in this novel in the #1 New
York Times bestselling urban fantasy series.As a mercenary who cleans up after magic gone
wrong, Kate Daniels has seen her share of occupational hazards. Normally, waves of
paranormal energy ebb and flow across Atlanta like a tide. But once every seven years, a flare
comes, a time when magic runs rampant. Now Kate’s going to have to deal with problems on a
much bigger scale: a divine one.When Kate sets out to retrieve a set of stolen maps for the Pack
—Atlanta’s paramilitary clan of shape shifters—she quickly realizes much more is at stake.
During a flare, gods and goddesses can manifest and battle for power. The stolen maps are only
the opening gambit in an epic tug of war between two gods hoping for rebirth, and if Kate can’t
stop the cataclysmic showdown, Atlanta may not survive...

Praise for Ilona Andrews and the #1 New York Times Bestselling Kate Daniels Novels“Ilona
Andrews's books are guaranteed good reads.”—Patricia Briggs, #1 New York Times bestselling
author “Kate is a great kick-ass heroine.”—Locus“One of the brightest voices in urban
fantasy...Ilona Andrews delivers only the best.”—Jeaniene Frost, New York Times bestselling
author“One of the best urban fantasy series ever written!”—RT Book Reviews“Andrews's edgy
series stands apart.”—Library Journal“Urban fantasy absolutely does not get much better than
this.”—SF Signal“I can’t think of another series so consistent, so well written, so full of wit and
action and drama that always manages to give me exactly what I’m needing.”—Fiction
VixenAbout the AuthorIlona Andrews is the pseudonym for a husband-and-wife writing team.
Together they are the coauthors of the #1 New York Times bestselling Kate Daniels urban
fantasy series and the romantic urban fantasy novels of the Edge. They currently reside in Texas
with their two children and numerous pets.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Chapter OneThe phone rang in the middle of the night. The magic wave was in full
swing, and the phone shouldn't have worked, but it rang anyway, again and again, outraged over
being ignored, until finally I reached over and picked it up."Yehmmm?""Rise and shine, Kate."
The smooth cultured voice on the line suggested a slender, elegant, handsome man, all things
that Jim was not. At least not in his human shape.I clawed my eyes open long enough to glance
at the windup clock across the room. "Two in the morning. Some of us sleep during the
night.""I've got a gig," Jim said.I sat up in the bed, wide awake. A gig was good—I needed the
money. "Half.""Third.""Half.""Thirty-five percent." Jim's voice hardened."Half."The phone went
silent as my former Guild partner mulled it over. "Okay, forty."I hung up. The bedroom lay quiet.
My curtains were open and moonlight sifted into the room through the metal grate shielding the
window. The moonlight acted as a catalyst and the metal bars glowed with a weak bluish patina
where the silver in the alloy interacted with the ward spell. Beyond the bars, Atlanta slept like



some hulking beast of legend, dark and deceptively peaceful. When the magic wave ended, as it
inevitably would, the beast would awaken in an explosion of electric light and possibly
gunfire.My ward wouldn't stop a bullet, but it kept the magic hazmat out of my bedroom, and that
was good enough.The phone rang. I let it ring twice before I picked it up."Fine." Jim's voice had a
hint of a snarl in it. "Half.""Where are you?""In the parking lot under your window, Kate."Calling
from a pay phone, which shouldn't have worked, either. I reached for my clothes, left by the bed
for just such an occasion. "What's the gig?""Some arsonist wacko."***Forty-five minutes later, I
was winding my way through an underground garage and cursing Jim under my breath. With the
lights knocked out by magic, I couldn't see my hand in front of my nose.A fireball blossomed in
the pitch-black depth of the garage. Huge, churning with violent red and yellow, it roared toward
me. I jumped behind the concrete support, my throwing knife sweaty in my hands. Heat bathed
me. For a moment I couldn't breathe, and then the fire hurtled past me to burst in an explosion of
sparks against the wall.A thin gleeful cackle emanated from the garage depths. I peeked out
from behind the support in the direction of the sound. Nothing but darkness. Where was the tech
shift when you needed one?Across from me at the next row of supports Jim raised his hand and
touched his fingers to his thumb a few times, imitating an opening and closing beak. Negotiate.
He wanted me to engage a lunatic who had already turned four people into smoking meat. Okay.
I could do that."All right, Jeremy!" I yelled into the night. "Give me the salamander and I won't cut
your head off!"Jim put his hand over his face and did some shaking. I thought he was laughing,
but I couldn't be sure. Unlike him I didn't have the benefit of enhanced night vision.Jeremy's
cackle reached a hysterical crescendo. "Stupid bitch!"Jim peeled himself from the support and
melted into the darkness, tracking Jeremy's voice. His vision worked better than mine in low
light, but even his sight failed in absolute darkness. He had to hunt by sound, which meant I had
to keep Jeremy talking. While Jim stalked Jeremy's melodious voice, Jeremy, in turn, stalked
me.Nothing to worry about, just a homicidal pyromaniac armed with a salamander in a sphere of
enchanted glass and intent on setting what was left of Atlanta on fire. The main thing was to
keep the salamander's sphere safe. If that thing broke, my name would be more famous than
Mrs. O'Leary's cow."Damn, Jeremy, you need to work on your vocabulary. So many good names
to call me and the best you could come up with is bitch? Give me the salamander before you
hurt yourself.""Suck my dick . . . whore!"A tiny spark flared into existence to the left of me. It hung
suspended in the darkness, illuminating both the scaly outline of the salamander's mouth and
Jeremy's hands clutching the glass sphere with white-knuckled need. The enchanted glass
parted and belched the spark. The air hit the tiny packet of energy and the spark exploded into a
fireball.I ducked behind the support just as the fire smashed against concrete. Flames shot past
on both sides of me. The acrid stench of sulfur stung my nostrils."That last fireball missed me by
a mile. You shoot blanks with your other salamander, too, Jeremy?""Eat shit and die!"Jim had to
be close to him by now. I stepped into the open. "Come on, you sniveling shit for brains! Can't
you do anything right?"I saw flames, lunged to the side and hit the floor rolling. Above me the fire
howled like an enraged animal. The handle of the knife burned my fingers. The air in my lungs



turned to heat, and my eyes watered. I pressed my face into the dusty concrete, praying it didn't
get any hotter, and then suddenly it was over.Screw this. I jumped to my feet and charged in
Jeremy's direction. The salamander flared within the sphere. I caught a flash of Jeremy's
crooked smile above the glass. It wilted as Jim's dark hands closed around Jeremy's throat. The
arsonist slumped, ragdoll limp, the sphere rolling from his weakened fingers. . . .I dived for it,
caught it three inches above the cement, and found myself face-to-face with the salamander.
Ruby-red eyes regarded me with mild curiosity, black lips parted, and a long, spiderweb-thin
filament of a tongue slithered from the salamander's mouth and kissed the sphere's glass in the
reflection of my nose. I love you, too.Gingerly I got to my knees and then to my feet. The
salamander's presence tugged on my mind, as eager to please as an overly enthusiastic kitten
arching her back for a stroke. Visions of flames and heat wavered before me. Let's burn
something. . . . I slammed my mental shutters closed, locking her out of my mind. Let's not.Jim
relaxed his hold on Jeremy and the arsonist sagged to the ground like a wet blanket. The whites
of his eyes stared at the ceiling from his slack face, caught by death in a moment of utter
surprise. No pulse check needed for this one. Shit. There goes the capture bonus."You said it
was a live-preferred bounty," I murmured. The living Jeremy was worth a lot more than his
corpse. We'd still get paid, but we had just waved a third of the money good-bye."It is." Jim
twisted the body on its side, exposing Jeremy's back. A thin metal shaft, tipped with three black
feathers, protruded from between Jeremy's shoulders blades. Before my mind had the time to
digest its significance, I hit the deck, cradling the salamander. Jim somehow got there before
me.We stared into the gloom. Darkness and silence.Someone had taken out our mark with a
crossbow bolt. Could have taken us out as well. We had stood by the body for at least four
seconds. More than enough time to squeeze off two shots. I touched Jim and touched my nose.
He shook his head. With all the sulfur in the air he probably couldn't smell a skunk if it sprayed
him in the face. I lay very still and tried to breathe quietly. Listening was our best bet.A minute
dragged by, long, viscous, and silent. Very slowly Jim shifted into a crouch and nodded to the
left. I had a vague feeling the door lay to the right, but in the darkness with some unknown
crossbowman waiting, I would trust Jim's senses over mine.Jim grasped Jeremy's corpse, slung
it over his shoulder, and we took off, bending low, running fast, him ahead and me, half-blind in
the gloom, slightly behind. Concrete supports flashed by, one, two, three, four. The tech hit, and
before I could put down my raised foot, the magic drained from the world, leaving the battered
technology in its wake. The fluorescent lamps in the ceiling blinked and snapped into life with a
buzz, bathing the garage in a weak man-made glow. The black rectangle of the exit gaped ten
feet before us. Jim dived into it. I lunged to the left, behind the nearest support. The salamander
in the globe stopped glowing and went to sleep, looking like a harmless black lizard. My long-
range weapon was tuckered out.I set it down on the floor and slid Slayer from its sheath.
Salamanders are overrated anyway."He's gone," Jim said from the doorway and pointed behind
me.I turned. Far at the back, the concrete wall had crumbled, revealing a narrow passageway
probably leading up to the street. He was right. If the bowman wanted to take us out, he had had



plenty of time to do it."So he sniped our mark and left?""Looks that way.""I don't get it."Jim shook
his head. "Weird shit always happens around you.""This was your gig, not mine."A shower of
sparks fell from above the door and a green EXIT sign burst into life.Jim stared at it for a
moment, his features twisted in a distinctly feline expression, disgust and fatalism rolled into
one, and shook his head again."Dibs on the bolt in his back!" I called."Be my guest."Jim's pager
went off. He checked it and a familiar neutral mask slid onto his face."Oh no, you don't! I can't
carry him by myself.""Pack business." He headed for the exit."Jim!"I killed the urge to throw
something at the empty doorway. Served me right for taking a job with a guy who served on the
Pack Council. It's not that Jim was a bad friend. It's just that for shapeshifters, Pack business
always took precedence. On a scale from one to ten, the Pack was eleven and everything else a
one.I stared at a very dead Jeremy lying like a sack of potatoes on the floor. Probably a hundred
and fifty pounds, dead weight. There was no way I could carry him and the salamander at the
same time. There was no way I could leave the salamander unattended, either. The magic could
hit anytime, setting the little lizard ablaze. Plus, the sniper might still be around. I needed to get
out of here, and fast.Jeremy and the salamander, each worth four grand. I no longer did a lot of
work for the Guild, and gigs of this size didn't come my way too often. Even split in a half with
Jim, the bounty would cover my two mortgages for two months. The thought of leaving four
grand on the floor made me physically ill.I looked at Jeremy. I looked at the salamander.
Choices, choices.***The Mercenary Guild's bounty clerk, a short, trim, dark-haired man, stared
at Jeremy's head on the counter. "Where is the rest of him?""I had a slight logistics problem."The
clerk's face split in a wide smile. "Jim took off on you, didn't he? That will be one capture ticket
then?""Two tickets." Jim might be an asshole, but I wouldn't screw him out of his share. He'd get
his capture ticket, which entitled him to his half of the bounty."Kate, you're a pushover," the clerk
said.I leaned over the counter and offered him my best deranged smile. "Wanna push and see if
I fall over?""No thanks." The clerk slapped the stack of forms on the counter. "Fill these out."The
inch-thick stack of paperwork promised to occupy me for a good hour. The Guild had pretty lax
rules—being an organization of mercenaries, they took keen interest in profit and little else—but
death had to be reported to the cops and thus required red tape. The small significance of
Jeremy's life was reduced to the price on his head and a lot of carefully framed blank spaces on
a piece of paper.I gave the top form the evil eye. "I don't have to fill out the R20.""That's right, you
work with the Order now." The clerk counted off eight pages from the top of the stack. "There
you go, VIP treatment for you.""Yippee." I swiped my stack."Hey, Kate, let me ask you
something."I wanted to fill out my forms, go home and take a nap. "Shoot."He reached under the
counter. The Mercenary Guild occupied an old Sheraton Hotel on the edge of Buckhead and the
clerk's counter had been a lobby bar in that previous life. The clerk pulled out a dark brown bottle
and set it in front of me with a shot glass."Why, no, I won't drink your mysterious love potion."He
guffawed. "Hennessy. The good stuff. I'll pay for the info.""Thanks, but I don't drink." Not
anymore, anyway. I still kept a bottle of Boone's Farm sangria in my cabinet for a dire emergency,
but hard liquor was right out. "What's your question?""What's it like to work for the



Order?""Thinking of joining?""No, I'm happy where I'm at. But I've got a nephew. He wants to be
a knight.""How old?""Sixteen."Perfect. The Order liked them young. All the easier to brainwash. I
pulled up a chair. "I'd take a glass of water."He brought me water and I sipped it. "Basically the
Order does the same thing we do: they clear magic hazmat. Let's say you've got a harpy in a tree
after a magic wave. You're going to call the cops first.""If you're stupid." The clerk smirked.I
shrugged. "The cops tell you that they're busy with a giant worm trying to swallow the federal
courthouse, instruct you to stay away from the harpy, and tell you they'll come out when they can.
The usual. So you call the Guild. Why wait, when for three hundred bucks a couple of mercs will
bag the harpy with no fuss and even give your kid a pretty tail feather for his hat,
right?""Right.""Suppose you don't have three hundred bucks. Or suppose the job is code 12, too
nasty for the Guild to take it. You still have a harpy and you want her gone. So you call the Order,
because you heard they don't charge that much. They ask you to come to their Chapter, where a
nice knight talks to you, gets your income assessed and tells you good news: they're charging
you fifty bucks because they've determined that's all you can afford. Kismet."The clerk eyed me.
"What's the catch?""The catch is, they give you a piece of paper to sign, your plea to the Order.
And there in big letters it says that you authorize the Order to remove any threat to humanity that
arises in connection with this case."The Order of Merciful Aid had chosen its name well. They
provided merciful aid, usually on the edge of the blade or by the burn of a bullet. Trouble was,
sometimes you got more aid than you wanted."Let's say you sign the plea. The knights come out
and observe the harpy. At the same time, you notice that every time you see the damn thing,
your elderly senile aunt disappears. So you watch the old lady and sure enough, the magic wave
hits and she turns into a harpy. You tell the knights you want to call the whole thing off—you love
your aunt and she does no harm sitting in that tree anyway. The knights tell you that five percent
of harpies carry a deadly disease on their claws and they've determined her to be a danger to
humanity. You get angry, you yell, you call the cops, but the cops tell you it's all legal, there is
nothing they can do, and besides the Order is part of the law enforcement anyway. You promise
to lock your aunt up. You try a bribe. You point to your kids and explain how much they love the
old lady. You cry. You beg. But nothing helps." I drained my glass. "And that's what it's like
working for the Order."The clerk poured himself a shot and tossed it down his throat. "Did that
really happen?""Yep.""Did they kill the old lady?""Yep.""Jesus.""If your nephew thinks he can do
that, tell him to apply to the Academy. He's at a good age for it. It's hard physically and the
academic load is pretty big, but if he has the will, he'll make it.""How do you know?"I swiped my
stack off the counter. "Back when I was a kid, my guardian enrolled me. He was a knight-
diviner.""No shit. How long did you last?""Two years. Did well on everything except mental
conditioning. I've got authority issues." I waved at the clerk and took my paperwork to one of the
tables in the gloom.Truth was, I didn't do well. I did great. Tested right off the power-scale. Got
certified as an electrum-level squire. But I hated it. The Order required absolute dedication, and I
already had a cause. I wanted to kill the most powerful man in the world, and that kind of desire
leaves little room for anything else. I dropped out and went to work for the Mercenary Guild. It



broke Greg's heart.Greg had been a great guardian, fanatical in his determination to protect me.
For Greg, the Order was a place of safety. If my target found out I existed, he'd kill me, and
neither Greg nor I had enough power to resist him. Not yet anyway. Had I joined the Order, every
last knight would protect me against this threat. But it wasn't worth it, so I parted ways with the
Order and never looked back.And then Greg was murdered. To find his killer, I went to the Order
and maneuvered myself into their investigation. I found the murderer and killed him. It was a
grisly, nasty affair, now called the Red Point Stalker case. In the process my Academy record
came to light and the Order decided they wanted me back. They weren't subtle about it, either.
They made up a job—a liaison between themselves and the Mercenary Guild—promised me
Greg's office, his files, authority to handle minor cases, and a steady paycheck. I took it. Part of it
was guilt: I had shunned Greg after dropping out of the Academy. Part of it was common sense: I
had mortgages on both my father's house, near Savannah, and on Greg's place here in Atlanta.
To give up either one would be like ripping a chunk out of my body. Guild gigs paid well but I had
a small territory near Savannah and a big job happened there maybe once every six months.
The lure of steady money proved to be too strong.My affiliation with the Order wouldn't last. But
for now, it worked. I had yet to default on either payment and once I filled out these forms, I'd
ensure I could cover my bills for another month or two.After writing my merc ID number ten times
on every imaginable piece of paper, I was treated to a "check yes or no" questionnaire. Yes, I
acted in self-defense. No, I didn't believe excessive force was used in subduing the suspect. Yes,
I perceived the suspect as presenting imminent threat to myself and others. By the time I
reached the "fill in the blank" portion my eyes needed matchsticks to stay open. In the "state the
suspect's intent as perceived by you" blank, I wrote down, "Intended to burn down the city due to
being a complete crackpot."When I finally stepped out of the Mercenary Guild's heavy,
reinforced steel doors, the sky was pale gray with that particular color that usually meant the sun
was rising. At least I had the bolt from Jeremy's back. And I was three hundred bucks richer,
thanks to my advance. The rest of the money would have to wait until the cops approved the kill.
By the time I got to the intersection, I had the advance divided between various bills. I still had it
—if I thrust my hand in my pocket, I would feel the soft paper of four worn fifty-dollar bills and five
twenties, and yet the money was already gone.The great mystery of the Universe.***Two hours
later, I stumbled into the Atlanta Chapter of the Order, bleary-eyed and armed with a huge mug
of coffee, the mysterious bolt wrapped in a brown paper bag and tucked securely under my
elbow. The office greeted me with its plethora of vivid color: a long hallway with gray carpet, gray
walls, and gray light fixtures. Ugh.As I stepped in, the magic hit. The electric lights went out. The
bloated tubes of fey lanterns flared a gentle blue as the charged air inside them reacted with
magic.This was the third wave in the last twenty-four hours. The magic had been going crazy the
last couple of days. Shifting back and forth like it couldn't make up its mind.The faint clicking of
an ancient typewriter echoed in the empty office, coming from the secretary's nook by the door
of the knight-protector. "Good morning, Maxine.""Good morning, Kate," said Maxine's voice in
my head. "Rough night?""You could say that."I unlocked my office door. The Atlanta Chapter of



the Order made an effort to appear as inconspicuous as possible, but my office was small even
by their standards. Little more than a cube, it was barely large enough to house a desk, two
chairs, a row of filing cabinets, and some bookshelves. The walls showcased another radiant
shade of gray paint.I paused in the doorway, arrested in midstep. I had inherited the office from
Greg. It had been almost four months since his death. I should have gotten over it by now, but
sometimes, like this morning, I just . . . had a hard time making myself enter. My memory insisted
that if I stepped in, Greg would be there, standing with a book in his hand, his dark eyes
reproachful but never unkind. Always ready to pull me out of whatever mess I had gotten myself
into. But it was a lie. Greg was dead. First my mother, then my father, then Greg. Everyone I ever
cared about died violently, in a great deal of pain. If I took a moment to let it sink in, I'd be howling
like a Pack wolf during a full moon.I closed my eyes, trying to clear the memories of the office
and Greg within it. Mistake. The image of Greg only got more vivid.I did a one-eighty and walked
down the hall to the armory. So I was a coward. Sue me.Andrea sat on a bench cleaning a
handgun. She was short, built with strength in mind, and had the kind of face that made people
want to tell her their life stories in a checkout line. She knew the Order's Charter front to back
and could rattle obscure regulations off the top of her head. Her radios never lost contact, her
magic scanner never malfunctioned, and if you brought her a broken gadget, she would return it
the next day fully operational and clean.Andrea raised her blond head and gave me a little salute
with her hand. I shrugged a little, feeling the reassuring weight of Slayer, my saber, in its sheath
on my back and waved in reply. I could understand the metal addiction. After the little adventure
that had landed me this job, I was loath to part with Slayer. A few minutes without my blade and I
got edgy.Andrea noticed me still looking at her. "You need something?""I need to ID a crossbow
bolt."She made a come-here motion with the fingers of her left hand. "Give."I gave. Andrea
removed the paper, took out the bolt and whistled in appreciation."Nice."Blood-red and fletched
with three black feathers, the bolt looked about two feet in length. Three inch-long black lines
marked the shaft just before the fletch: nine marks in all."This is a carbon shaft. It can't be bent.
Very durable and expensive. Looks like a 2216, designed to bring down medium-sized game,
deer, some bear. . . .""Human." I leaned against the wall and sipped my coffee."Yeah." Andrea
nodded. "Good power, good trajectory without any significant sacrifice in speed. It's a man-killer.
Look at the head—small, three-blade, weighs about a hundred grains. Reminds me a lot of a
Wasp Boss series. Some people go for mechanical broadheads, but with a good crossbow the
acceleration is so sudden, it opens the blades in flight and there goes your accuracy down the
drain. If I were to pick a broadhead, I'd pick something like this." She twisted the bolt, letting the
light from the window play on the blades of the head. "Hand sharpened. Where did you get
this?"I told her.She frowned. "The fact that you didn't hear the bow go off probably means it's a
recurve. A compound crossbow ‘twangs' at release. Can I fire it?" She nodded at a man-shaped
paper target pinned to the far wall, which was sheathed in several layers of
corkboard."Sure."She put on gloves to keep the magic residue to a minimum, took a small
crossbow off the bench, loaded, swung it up, and fired, too fast to have aimed. The bolt whistled



through the air and bit into the center of the man's forehead. Bull's-eye. And here I was, unable to
hit a cow at ten yards with a gun.The feylanterns flickered and faded. On the wall, a dusty
electric fixture flared with soft yellow light. The magic wave had drained and the world had
shifted from magic back to tech. Andrea and I looked at each other. Nobody could predict the
duration of the shifts: the magic came and went as it pleased. But the waves rarely lasted less
than an hour. This one had been what, fifteen minutes?"Is it me, or is it shifting more than
usual?""It's not you." Andrea's face looked a bit troubled. She freed the bolt. "Want me to scan it
for magic?""If it's not too much trouble." Magic had the annoying tendency of dissipating over
time. The sooner you could scan your evidence, the better your chances of getting a power
print."Trouble?" She leaned to me. "I've been off-line for two months. It's killing me. I have
cobwebs growing on my brain." She pressed her finger below her right eye, pulling the lower
eyelid down. "Look for yourself."I laughed. Andrea worked for a Chapter out West and had run
into some trouble with a pack of loups raiding the cattle farms. Loups, the insane cannibalistic
shapeshifters who had lost the internal battle for their humanity, killed, raped, and raged their
way from one atrocity to the next, until someone put the world out of their misery.Unfortunately,
loups were also contagious as hell. Andrea's partner knight became infected, went loup, and
ended up with two dozen of Andrea's bullets in her brain. There was a limit to how much
shapeshifters could heal, and Andrea was a crack shot. They relocated her to Atlanta, and
although she didn't have any trace of Lycos virus in her blood and wasn't in any danger of
sprouting fur and claws, Ted kept her on the back burner.Andrea took the bolt to the magic
scanner, raised the glass hood, slid the bolt onto the ceramic tray, lowered the cube, and
cranked the lever. The cube descended and the m-scanner whirled."Andrea?""Mmm?""The
tech's up," I said, feeling stupid.She grimaced. "Oh, Christ. Probably won't get anything. Well,
you never know. Sometimes you can pull some residual magic imprints even during tech."We
looked at the cube. We both knew it was futile. You would have to scan something really
saturated with magic to get a good m-scan during tech. Like a body part. The m-scanner
analyzed the traces of residual magic left on an object by its owner and printed them in a variety
of colors: blue for human, green for shape-shifter, purple for vampire. The tone and vividness of
the colors denoted the different types of magic, and reading an m-scan correctly was practically
an art form. The traces of magic on a bolt, probably held very briefly, were bound to be miniscule.
I knew of only one man in the city who had an m-scanner high-speed enough to register such
slight residual magic during tech. His name was Saiman. Trouble was, if I went to him, it would
cost me an arm and a leg.The printer chattered. Andrea pulled the print out and turned to me.
Her face had gone a shade whiter. A wide slice of silvery blue cut across the paper. Human
divine. That in itself was not remarkable. Anybody who drew their power from deity or religion
registered as human divine: the Pope, Shaolin monks, even Greg, a knight-diviner, had
registered silver-blue. The problem was, we shouldn't have been able to get an m-scan at all with
the tech up."What does this mean? Is the residual magic just incredibly strong on this
thing?"Andrea shook her head. "The magic waves have been really erratic lately."We looked at



each other. We both knew what rapid-fire waves meant: a flare. And I needed that like a hole in
the head."You have a petitioner," Maxine's voice said in my head.I grabbed my m-scan and went
into my office.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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RANG IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT. THE magic wave was in full swing, and the phone
shouldn’t have worked, but it rang anyway, again and again, outraged over being ignored, until
finally I reached over and picked it up.“Yehmmm?”“Rise and shine, Kate.” The smooth cultured
voice on the line suggested a slender, elegant, handsome man, all things that Jim was not. At
least not in his human shape.I clawed my eyes open long enough to glance at the windup clock
across the room. “Two in the morning. Some of us sleep during the night.”“I’ve got a gig,” Jim
said.I sat up in the bed, wide-awake. A gig was good—I needed the money.
“Half.”“Third.”“Half.”“Thirty-five percent.” Jim’s voice hardened.“Half.”The phone went silent as my
former Guild partner mulled it over. “Okay, forty.”I hung up. The bedroom lay quiet. My curtains
were open and moonlight sifted into the room through the metal grate shielding the window. The
moonlight acted as a catalyst and the metal bars glowed with a weak bluish patina where the
silver in the alloy interacted with the ward spell. Beyond the bars, Atlanta slept like some hulking
beast of legend, dark and deceptively peaceful. When the magic wave ended, as it inevitably
would, the beast would awaken in an explosion of electric light and possibly gunfire.My ward
wouldn’t stop a bullet, but it kept the magic hazmat out of my bedroom, and that was good



enough.The phone rang. I let it ring twice before I picked it up.“Fine.” Jim’s voice had a hint of a
snarl in it. “Half.”“Where are you?”“In the parking lot under your window, Kate.”Calling from a pay
phone, which shouldn’t have worked, either. I reached for my clothes, left by the bed for just such
an occasion. “What’s the gig?”“Some arsonist wacko.”FORTY-FIVE MINUTES LATER, I WAS
WINDING MY way through an underground garage and cursing Jim under my breath. With the
lights knocked out by magic, I couldn’t see my hand in front of my nose.A fireball blossomed in
the pitch-black depth of the garage. Huge, churning with violent red and yellow, it roared toward
me. I jumped behind the concrete support, my throwing knife sweaty in my hands. Heat bathed
me. For a moment I couldn’t breathe, and then the fire hurtled past me to burst in an explosion of
sparks against the wall.A thin gleeful cackle emanated from the garage depths. I peeked out
from behind the support in the direction of the sound. Nothing but darkness. Where was the tech
shift when you needed one?Across from me at the next row of supports Jim raised his hand and
touched his fingers to his thumb a few times, imitating an opening and closing beak. Negotiate.
He wanted me to engage a lunatic who had already turned four people into smoking meat. Okay.
I could do that.“Alright, Jeremy!” I yelled into the night. “Give me the salamander and I won’t cut
your head off!”Jim put his hand over his face and did some shaking. I thought he was laughing,
but I couldn’t be sure. Unlike him I didn’t have the benefit of enhanced night vision.Jeremy’s
cackle reached a hysterical crescendo. “Stupid bitch!”Jim peeled himself from the support and
melted into the darkness, tracking Jeremy’s voice. His vision worked better than mine in low
light, but even his sight failed in absolute darkness. He had to hunt by sound, which meant I had
to keep Jeremy talking. While Jim stalked Jeremy’s melodious voice, Jeremy, in turn, stalked
me.Nothing to worry about, just a homicidal pyromaniac armed with a salamander in a sphere of
enchanted glass and intent on setting what’s left of Atlanta on fire. The main thing was to keep
the salamander’s sphere safe. If that thing broke, my name would be more famous than Mrs.
O’Leary’s cow.“Damn Jeremy, you need to work on your vocabulary. So many good names to
call me and the best you could come up with is bitch? Give me the salamander before you hurt
yourself.”“Suck my dick…whore!”A tiny spark flared into existence to the left of me. It hung
suspended in the darkness, illuminating both the scaly outline of the salamander’s mouth and
Jeremy’s hands clutching the glass sphere with white-knuckled need. The enchanted glass
parted and belched the spark. The air hit the tiny packet of energy and the spark exploded into a
fireball.I ducked behind the support just as the fire smashed against concrete. Flames shot past
on both sides of me. The acrid stench of sulfur stung my nostrils.“That last fireball missed me by
a mile. You shoot blanks with your other salamander, too, Jeremy?”“Eat shit and die!”Jim had to
be close to him by now. I stepped into the open. “Come on, you sniveling shit for brains! Can’t
you do anything right?”I saw flames, lunged to the side and hit the floor rolling. Above me the fire
howled like an enraged animal. The handle of the knife burned my fingers. The air in my lungs
turned to heat, and my eyes watered. I pressed my face into the dusty concrete, praying it didn’t
get any hotter, and then suddenly it was over.Screw this. I jumped to my feet and charged in
Jeremy’s direction. The salamander flared within the sphere. I caught a flash of Jeremy’s



crooked smile above the glass. It wilted as Jim’s dark hands closed around Jeremy’s throat. The
arsonist slumped, ragdoll limp, the sphere rolling from his weakened fingers…I dived for it,
caught it three inches above the cement, and found myself face-to-face with the salamander.
Ruby-red eyes regarded me with mild curiosity, black lips parted, and a long, spiderweb-thin
filament of a tongue slithered from the salamander’s mouth and kissed the sphere’s glass in the
reflection of my nose. Hi, I love you, too.Gingerly I got to my knees and then to my feet. The
salamander’s presence tugged on my mind, as eager to please as an overly enthusiastic kitten
arching her back for a stroke. Visions of flames and heat wavered before me. Let’s burn
something…I slammed my mental shutters closed, locking her out of my mind. Let’s not.Jim
relaxed his hold on Jeremy and the arsonist sagged to the ground like a wet blanket. The whites
of his eyes stared at the ceiling from his slack face, caught by death in a moment of utter
surprise. No pulse check needed for this one. Shit. There goes the capture bonus.“You said it
was a live-preferred bounty,” I murmured. The living Jeremy was worth a lot more than his
corpse. We’d still get paid, but we had just waved a third of the money good-bye.“It is.” Jim
twisted the body on its side, exposing Jeremy’s back. A thin metal shaft, tipped with three black
feathers protruded from between Jeremy’s shoulders blades. Before my mind had the time to
digest its significance, I hit the deck, cradling the salamander. Jim somehow got there before
me.We stared into the gloom. Darkness and silence.Someone had taken out our mark with a
crossbow bolt. Could have taken us out, as well. We had stood by the body for at least four
seconds. More than enough time to squeeze off two shots. I touched Jim and touched my nose.
He shook his head. With all the sulfur in the air he probably couldn’t smell a skunk if it sprayed
him in the face. I lay very still and tried to breathe quietly. Listening was our best bet.A minute
dragged by, long, viscous, and silent. Very slowly Jim shifted into a crouch and nodded to the
left. I had a vague feeling the door lay to the right, but in the darkness with some unknown
crossbowman waiting, I would trust Jim’s senses over mine.Jim grasped Jeremy’s corpse, slung
it over his shoulder, and we took off, bending low, running fast, him ahead and me, half-blind in
the gloom, slightly behind. Concrete supports flashed by, one, two, three, four. The tech hit, and
before I could put down my raised foot, the magic drained from the world, leaving the battered
technology in its wake. The fluorescent lamps in the ceiling blinked and snapped into life with a
buzz, bathing the garage in a weak man-made glow. The black rectangle of the exit gaped ten
feet before us. Jim dived into it. I lunged to the left, behind the nearest support. The salamander
in the globe stopped glowing and went to sleep, looking like a harmless black lizard. My long-
range weapon was tuckered out.I set it down on the floor and slid Slayer from its sheath.
Salamanders are overrated anyway.“He’s gone,” Jim said from the doorway and pointed behind
me.I turned. Far at the back, the concrete wall had crumbled, revealing a narrow passageway
probably leading up to the street. He was right. If the bowman wanted to take us out, he had had
plenty of time to do it.“So he sniped our mark and left?”“Looks that way.”“I don’t get it.”Jim shook
his head. “Weird shit always happens around you.”“This was your gig, not mine.”A shower of
sparks fell from above the door and a green EXIT sign burst into life.Jim stared at it for a



moment, his features twisted in a distinctly feline expression, disgust and fatalism rolled into
one, and shook his head again.“Dibs on the bolt in his back!” I called.“Be my guest.”Jim’s pager
went off. He checked it and a familiar neutral mask slid onto his face.“Oh no, you don’t! I can’t
carry him by myself.”“Pack business.” He headed for the exit.“Jim!”I killed the urge to throw
something at the empty doorway. Served me right for taking a job with a guy who served on the
Pack Council. It’s not that Jim was a bad friend. It’s just that for shapeshifters, Pack business
always took precedence. On a scale from one to ten, the Pack was eleven and everything else a
one.I stared at a very dead Jeremy lying like a sack of potatoes on the floor. Probably a hundred
and fifty pounds, dead weight. There was no way I could carry him and the salamander at the
same time. There was no way I could leave the salamander unattended, either. The magic could
hit anytime, setting the little lizard ablaze. Plus, the sniper might still be around. I needed to get
out of here, and fast.Jeremy and the salamander, each worth four grand. I no longer did a lot of
work for the Guild, and gigs of this size didn’t come my way too often. Even split in half with Jim,
the bounty would cover my two mortgages for two months. The thought of leaving four grand on
the floor made me physically ill.I looked at Jeremy. I looked at the salamander. Choices,
choices.THE MERCENARY GUILD’S BOUNTY CLERK, A SHORT, trim, dark-haired man,
stared at Jeremy’s head on the counter. “Where is the rest of him?”“I had a slight logistics
problem.”The clerk’s face split in a wide smile. “Jim took off on you, didn’t he? That will be one
capture ticket then?”“Two tickets.” Jim might be an asshole, but I wouldn’t screw him out of his
share. He’d get his capture ticket, which entitled him to his half of the bounty.“Kate, you’re a
pushover,” the clerk said.I leaned over the counter and offered him my best deranged smile.
“Wanna push and see if I fall over?”“No thanks.” The clerk slapped the stack of forms on the
counter. “Fill these out.”The inch-thick stack of paperwork promised to occupy me for a good
hour. The Guild had pretty lax rules—being an organization of mercenaries, they took keen
interest in profit and little else—but death had to be reported to the cops and thus required red
tape. The small significance of Jeremy’s life was reduced to the price on his head and a lot of
carefully framed blank spaces on a piece of paper.I gave the top form the evil eye. “I don’t have
to fill out the R20.”“That’s right, you work with the Order now.” The clerk counted off eight pages
from the top of the stack. “There you go, VIP treatment for you.”“Yipee.” I swiped my stack.“Hey,
Kate, let me ask you something.”I wanted to fill out my forms, go home, and take a nap.
“Shoot.”He reached under the counter. The Mercenary Guild occupied an old Sheraton Hotel on
the edge of Buckhead and the clerk’s counter had been a lobby bar in that previous life. The
clerk pulled out a dark brown bottle and set it in front of me with a shot glass.“Why, no, I won’t
drink your mysterious love potion.”He guffawed. “Hennessy. The good stuff. I’ll pay for the
info.”“Thanks, but I don’t drink.” Not anymore, anyway. I still kept a bottle of Boone’s Farm sangria
in my cabinet for a dire emergency, but hard liquor was right out. “What’s your question?”“What’s
it like to work for the Order?”“Thinking of joining?”“No, I’m happy where I’m at. But I’ve got a
nephew. He wants to be a knight.”“How old?”“Sixteen.”Perfect. The Order liked them young. All
the easier to brainwash. I pulled up a chair. “I’d take a glass of water.”He brought me water and I



sipped it. “Basically the Order does the same thing we do: they clear magic hazmat. Let’s say
you’ve got a harpy in a tree after a magic wave. You’re going to call the cops first.”“If you’re
stupid.” The clerk smirked.I shrugged. “The cops tell you that they’re busy with a giant worm
trying to swallow the federal courthouse, instruct you to stay away from the harpy, and tell you
they’ll come out when they can. The usual. So you call the Guild. Why wait, when for three
hundred bucks a couple of mercs will bag the harpy with no fuss and even give your kid a pretty
tail feather for his hat, right?”“Right.”“Suppose you don’t have three hundred bucks. Or suppose
the job is code 12, too nasty for the Guild to take it. You still have a harpy and you want her gone.
So you call the Order, because you heard they don’t charge that much. They ask you to come to
their Chapter, where a nice knight talks to you, gets your income assessed and tells you good
news: they’re charging you fifty bucks because they’ve determined that’s all you can afford.
Kismet.”The clerk eyed me. “What’s the catch?”“The catch is, they give you a piece of paper to
sign, your plea to the Order. And there in big letters it says that you authorize the Order to
remove any threat to humanity that arises in connection with this case.”The Order of Merciful Aid
had chosen its name well. They provided merciful aid, usually on the edge of the blade or by the
burn of a bullet. Trouble was, sometimes you got more aid than you wanted.“Let’s say you sign
the plea. The knights come out and observe the harpy. At the same time, you notice that every
time you see the damn thing, your elderly senile aunt disappears. So you watch the old lady and
sure enough, the magic wave hits and she turns into a harpy. You tell the knights you want to call
the whole thing off—you love your aunt and she does no harm sitting in that tree anyway. The
knights tell you that five percent of harpies carry a deadly disease on their claws and they’ve
determined her to be a danger to humanity. You get angry, you yell, you call the cops, but the
cops tell you it’s all legal, there is nothing they can do, and besides the Order is part of the law
enforcement anyway. You promise to lock your aunt up. You try a bribe. You point to your kids and
explain how much they love the old lady. You cry. You beg. But nothing helps.” I drained my glass.
“And that’s what it’s like working for the Order.”The clerk poured himself a shot and tossed it
down his throat. “Did that really happen?”“Yep.”“Did they kill the old lady?”“Yep.”“Jesus.”“If your
nephew thinks he can do that, tell him to apply to the Academy. He’s at a good age for it. It’s hard
physically and the academic load is pretty big, but if he has the will, he’ll make it.”“How do you
know?”I swiped my stack off the counter. “Back when I was a kid, my guardian enrolled me. He
was a knight-diviner.”“No shit. How long did you last?”“Two years. Did well on everything except
mental conditioning. I’ve got authority issues.” I waved at the clerk and took my paperwork to one
of the tables in the gloom.Truth was, I didn’t do well. I did great. Tested right off the power-scale.
Got certified as an electrum-level squire. But I hated it. The Order required absolute dedication,
and I already had a cause. I wanted to kill the most powerful man in the world, and that kind of
desire leaves little room for anything else. I dropped out and went to work for the Mercenary
Guild. It broke Greg’s heart.Greg had been a great guardian, fanatical in his determination to
protect me. For Greg, the Order was a place of safety. If my target found out I existed, he’d kill
me, and neither Greg nor I had enough power to resist him. Not yet anyway. Had I joined the



Order, every last knight would protect me against this threat. But it wasn’t worth it, so I parted
ways with the Order and never looked back.And then Greg was murdered. To find his killer, I
went to the Order and maneuvered myself into their investigation. I found the murderer and killed
him. It was a grisly, nasty affair, now called the Red Point Stalker case. In the process my
Academy record came to light and the Order decided they wanted me back. They weren’t subtle
about it, either. They made up a job—a liaison between themselves and the Mercenary Guild—
promised me Greg’s office, his files, authority to handle minor cases, and a steady paycheck. I
took it. Part of it was guilt: I had shunned Greg after dropping out of the Academy. Part of it was
common sense: I had mortgages on both my father’s house, near Savannah, and on Greg’s
place here in Atlanta. To give up either one would be like ripping a chunk out of my body. Guild
gigs paid well but I had a small territory near Savannah and a big job happened there maybe
once every six months. The lure of steady money proved to be too strong.My affiliation with the
Order wouldn’t last. But for now, it worked. I had yet to default on either payment and once I filled
out these forms, I’d ensure I could cover my bills for another month or two.After writing my merc
ID number ten times on every imaginable piece of paper, I was treated to a “check yes or no”
questionnaire. Yes, I acted in self-defense. No, I didn’t believe excessive force was used in
subduing the suspect. Yes, I perceived the suspect as presenting imminent threat to myself and
others. By the time I reached the “fill in the blank” portion my eyes needed match sticks to stay
open. In the “state the suspect’s intent as perceived by you” section, I wrote down, “Intended to
burn down the city due to being a complete crackpot.”When I finally stepped out of the
Mercenary Guild’s heavy, reinforced steel doors, the sky was pale gray with that particular color
that usually meant the sun was rising. At least I had the bolt from Jeremy’s back. And I was three
hundred bucks richer, thanks to my advance. The rest of the money would have to wait until the
cops approved the kill. By the time I got to the intersection, I had the advance divided between
various bills. I still had it—if I thrust my hand in my pocket, I would feel the soft paper of four worn
fifty-dollar bills and five twenties, and yet the money was already gone.The great mystery of the
Universe.TWO HOURS LATER, I STUMBLED INTO THE ATLANTA chapter of the Order, bleary-
eyed and armed with a huge mug of coffee, the mysterious bolt wrapped in a brown paper bag
and tucked securely under my elbow. The office greeted me with its plethora of vivid color: a
long hallway with gray carpet, gray walls, and gray light fixtures. Ugh.As I stepped in, the magic
hit. The electric lights went out. The bloated tubes of feylanterns flared a gentle blue as the
charged air inside them reacted with magic.This was the third wave in the last twenty-four hours.
The magic had been going crazy the last couple of days. Shifting back and forth like it couldn’t
make up its mind.The faint clicking of an ancient typewriter echoed in the empty office, coming
from the secretary’s nook by the door of the knight-protector. “Good morning, Maxine.”“Good
morning, Kate,” said Maxine’s voice in my head. “Rough night?”“You could say that.”I unlocked
my office door. The Atlanta Chapter of the Order made an effort to appear as inconspicuous as
possible, but my office was small even by their standards. Little more than a cube, it was barely
large enough to house a desk, two chairs, a row of filing cabinets, and some bookshelves. The



walls showcased another radiant shade of gray paint.I paused in the doorway, arrested in
midstep. I had inherited the office from Greg. It had been almost four months since his death. I
should have gotten over it by now, but sometimes, like this morning, I just…had a hard time
making myself enter. My memory insisted that if I stepped in, Greg would be there, standing with
a book in his hand, his dark eyes reproachful but never unkind. Always ready to pull me out of
whatever mess I had gotten myself into. But it was a lie. Greg was dead. First my mother, then
my father, then Greg. Everyone I ever cared about died violently, in a great deal of pain. If I took a
moment to let it sink in, I’d be howling like a Pack wolf during a full moon.I closed my eyes, trying
to clear the memories of the office and Greg within it. Mistake. The image of Greg only got more
vivid.I did a one eighty and walked down the hall to the armory. So I was a coward. Sue
me.Andrea sat on a bench cleaning a handgun. She was short, built with strength in mind, and
had the kind of face that made people want to tell her their life stories in a checkout line. She
knew the Order’s Charter front to back and could rattle obscure regulations off the top of her
head. Her radios never lost contact, her magic scanner never malfunctioned, and if you brought
her a broken gadget, she would return it the next day fully operational and clean.Andrea raised
her blond head and gave me a little salute with her hand. I shrugged a little, feeling the
reassuring weight of Slayer, my saber, in its sheath on my back and waved in reply. I could
understand the metal addiction. After the little adventure that had landed me this job, I was loath
to part with Slayer. A few minutes without my blade and I got edgy.Andrea noticed me still
looking at her. “You need something?”“I need to ID a crossbow bolt.”She made a come-here
motion with the fingers of her left hand. “Give.”I gave. Andrea removed the paper, took out the
bolt, and whistled in appreciation.“Nice.”Blood-red and fletched with three black feathers, the
bolt looked about two feet in length. Three inch-long black lines marked the shaft just before the
fletch: nine marks in all.“This is a carbon shaft. It can’t be bent. Very durable and expensive.
Looks like a 2216, designed to bring down medium-sized game, deer, some bear…”“Human.” I
leaned against the wall and sipped my coffee.“Yeah.” Andrea nodded. “Good power, good
trajectory without any significant sacrifice in speed. It’s a man-killer. Look at the head—small,
three-blade, weighs about a hundred grains. Reminds me a lot of a Wasp Boss series. Some
people go for mechanical broadheads, but with a good crossbow the acceleration is so sudden,
it opens the blades in flight and there goes your accuracy down the drain. If I were to pick a
broadhead, I’d pick something like this.” She twisted the bolt, letting the light from the window
play on the blades of the head. “Hand sharpened. Where did you get this?”I told her.She
frowned. “The fact that you didn’t hear the bow go off probably means it’s a recurve. A
compound crossbow ‘twangs’ at release. Can I fire it?” She nodded at a man-shaped paper
target pinned to the far wall, which was sheathed in several layers of corkboard.“Sure.”She put
on gloves to keep the magic residue to a minimum, took a small crossbow off the bench, loaded,
swung it up, and fired, too fast to have aimed. The bolt whistled through the air and bit into the
center of the man’s forehead. Bull’s-eye. And here I was, unable to hit a cow at ten yards with a
gun.The feylanterns flickered and faded. On the wall, a dusty electric fixture flared with soft



yellow light. The magic wave had drained and the world had shifted from magic back to tech.
Andrea and I looked at each other. Nobody could predict the duration of the shifts: the magic
came and went as it pleased. But the waves rarely lasted less than an hour. This one had been
what, fifteen minutes?“Is it me, or is it shifting more than usual?”“It’s not you.” Andrea’s face
looked a bit troubled. She freed the bolt. “Want me to scan it for magic?”“If it’s not too much
trouble.” Magic had the annoying tendency of dissipating over time. The sooner you could scan
your evidence, the better your chances of getting a power print.“Trouble?” She leaned to me.
“I’ve been off-line for two months. It’s killing me. I have cobwebs growing on my brain.” She
pressed her finger below her right eye, pulling the lower eyelid down. “Look for yourself.”I
laughed. Andrea worked for a Chapter out West and had run into some trouble with a pack of
loups raiding the cattle farms. Loups, the insane cannibalistic shapeshifters who had lost the
internal battle for their humanity, killed, raped, and raged their way from one atrocity to the next,
until someone put the world out of their misery.Unfortunately, loups were also contagious as hell.
Andrea’s partner knight became infected, went loup, and ended up with two dozen of Andrea’s
bullets in her brain. There was a limit to how much shapeshifters could heal, and Andrea was a
crack shot. They relocated her to Atlanta, and although she didn’t have any trace of Lycos Virus
in her blood and wasn’t in any danger of sprouting fur and claws, Ted kept her on the back
burner.Andrea took the bolt to the magic scanner, raised the glass hood, slid the bolt onto the
ceramic tray, lowered the cube, and cranked the lever. The cube descended and the m-scanner
whirled.“Andrea?”“Mmm?”“The tech’s up,” I said, feeling stupid.She grimaced. “Oh, Christ.
Probably won’t get anything. Well, you never know. Sometimes you can pull some residual magic
imprints even during tech.”We looked at the cube. We both knew it was futile. You would have to
scan something really saturated with magic to get a good m-scan during tech. Like a body part.
The m-scanner analyzed the traces of residual magic left on an object by its owner and printed
them in a variety of colors: blue for human, green for shapeshifter, purple for vampire. The tone
and vividness of the colors denoted the different types of magic, and reading an m-scan
correctly was practically an art form. The traces of magic on a bolt, probably held very briefly,
were bound to be miniscule. I knew of only one man in the city who had an m-scanner high-
speed enough to register such slight residual magic during tech. His name was Saiman. Trouble
was, if I went to him, it would cost me an arm and a leg.The printer chattered. Andrea pulled the
print out and turned to me. Her face had gone a shade whiter. A wide slice of silvery blue cut
across the paper. Human divine. That in itself was not remarkable. Anybody who drew their
power from deity or religion registered as human divine: the Pope, Shaolin monks, even Greg, a
knight-diviner, had registered silver-blue. The problem was, we shouldn’t have been able to get
an m-scan at all with the tech up.“What does this mean? Is the residual magic just incredibly
strong on this thing?”Andrea shook her head. “The magic waves have been really erratic
lately.”We looked at each other. We both knew what rapid-fire waves meant: a flare. And I needed
a flare like I needed a hole in the head.“You have a petitioner,” Maxine’s voice said in my head.I
grabbed my m-scan and went into my office.CHAPTER 2I LANDED AT MY DESK. A FLARE



WAS COMING. IF normal shifts were magic waves, a flare was a magic tsunami. It started as a
series of shallow magic fluctuations, quickly falling and rising, but never leaving the world. During
those short waves, the magic didn’t completely fall, coming back stronger and stronger until it
finally drowned us in an enormous surge.Theory said that magic and tech used to coexist in a
balance. Like the pendulum of a grandfather clock that barely moved, if at all. But then came the
Age of Man, and men are made of progress. They overdeveloped magic, pushing the pendulum
farther and farther to one side until it came crashing down and started swinging back and forth,
bringing with it tech waves. And then in turn, technology oversaturated the world, helped once
again by pesky Man, and the pendulum swung again, to the side of magic this time. The
previous Shift from magic to tech took place somewhere around the start of the Iron Age. The
current Shift officially dawned almost thirty years ago. It began with a flare, and with each
subsequent flare, more of our world succumbed to magic.Weird shit happened during the flares.
The magic surge only lasted two to three days, but those days were killer. For a moment I wished
I was still just a merc. I could go home and wait all the craziness out.A woman appeared in the
doorway—my petitioner. Slender and elegant in that willowy way of tall and naturally slim people,
she wasn’t simply attractive, she was gorgeous: beautifully cut Asian eyes, perfect skin, full
mouth, and blue-black hair that spilled over her shoulders in a glossy straight wave. Her dress
was black and clingy. Her shoes made my calves ache.And she looked familiar, but for the life of
me I couldn’t recall where I had seen her before.“Kate Daniels?”That’s me. “Yes?”“My name is
Myong Williams.”We shook hands awkwardly. “Please, sit down.”She sat in the client’s chair and
crossed one lean leg over the other in a whisper of fabric.“To what do I owe the pleasure?”She
hesitated, unconsciously repositioning her legs to better show them off. “I’ve come to ask you for
a favor.”“Of what nature?”“Personal.”She fell silent. We’d reached a standstill.Something clicked
in my brain. “I remember where I’ve seen you before. You’re Curran’s…”—lover, mistress, honey-
bunny—“significant other.” Dear God, what could the Beast Lord’s concubine possibly want from
me?“We’re no longer together,” Myong said.Her problem wasn’t connected to Curran. Good.
Great. Fantastic. The more distance that lay between me and the Beast Lord, the better it was for
everybody involved. We had worked together during the Red Point Stalker case and almost
killed each other.Myong shifted in her chair, adjusted the hem of her dress with a casual swipe
of her fingers, and furrowed her meticulously waxed eyebrows. “You and Maximillian…”The
mention of Max’s name brought a bit of unease. I had thought I was over him. We had met during
the investigation of Greg’s death. He was handsome, smart, occasionally kind, and very
interested in me. I had wanted…I was not sure what the hell I had wanted. Intimacy. Sex.
Someone to come home to. It didn’t end well. In fact, he probably hated me. “Max and I are also
no longer together.”Myong nodded. “I know. We’re engaged.”I didn’t quite catch that.
“Who?”“Maximillian Crest and me. We’re engaged to be married.”The world had just stood on its
ears. “So let me get this straight. You and my—” Ex-boyfriend would be inaccurate since
technically we were never a couple. “Could have been” boyfriend was plain stupid. “You and Max
are an item?”“Yes.”Awkward, to say the least. I felt no jealousy, but talking to her made me



uncomfortable and I couldn’t pinpoint why. I forced my lips into a smile and leaned back.
“Congratulations. What do you want from me?”Myong looked uncomfortable. “It’s customary to
ask Curran’s permission.”“You mean he has to approve your marriage to Crest? Even though you
and Curran are no longer together?”“Yes. I’m a member of the Pack.”That explained things.
Curran ruled the shapeshifter Pack with an iron fist. Every shapeshifter in the Southeast called
him lord. Unless that shapeshifter was a loup, in which case he usually didn’t have a chance to
call Curran anything before the Beast Lord ripped him to pieces. I looked her over and arched
my eyebrows. “Fox?”She sighed. “Everybody thinks that. I turn into a mink.”I tried to imagine a
weremink and failed. It would appeal to Crest, though. “You still haven’t told me why you’re
here.”“I asked Curran,” she said.“And he said no?”“No. He didn’t say anything. It’s been two
months.” Myong leaned forward, hands folded together. “My alpha refuses to broach the
question to Curran. I was hoping you could ask my lord for me.”“Me?”“You have a certain amount
of influence with him. You saved his life.”You want me to ask your ex-lover/homicidal shapeshifter
who scares me shitless to let you marry my “ex–could have been” boyfriend? You’ve got to be
kidding. “I think you overestimate his opinion of me.”“Please.” Myong bit her lip. The fingers of her
left hand gripped and twisted the fingers of her right, exposing the small jagged white line of a
scar on her wrist. Left-handed. She had slit her own wrist, probably with a silver blade—a
dramatic gesture and completely futile. It took more than a three-inch cut to bleed a shapeshifter
dry. She was looking at me, seemingly unaware of what her hands were doing. “Max said you
would understand.”Oh, hell. He didn’t come himself, though, did he?I glanced at her. She looked
off-balance, almost as if someone had knocked her legs out from under her, but she hadn’t hit
the ground yet. I had seen precisely the same look on her face before, three months ago. It had
happened right after the Red Point Stalker called the Pack Keep. Curran and I had finally figured
out who he was, and he wasn’t happy about the situation. The Stalker had held a phone to a
woman’s mouth so Curran wouldn’t miss a single whimper and tore her to pieces until she died.
The woman had been one of Curran’s former lovers. I had sat in on the call and as I was walking
back to my room, trying not to cry, I saw Myong through an open doorway, hugging herself, that
very look of utter helplessness contorting her face.With this recollection, a feeling flooded me, a
feeling of being too dumb to see what was under my nose, of being scared, hounded, and alone,
dashing about the besieged city, blundering from one mistake to another while all around me
people died. It grabbed me by the throat. My pulse raced and I swallowed, reminding myself that
it was over. Back then, when I was drowning, Crest offered me a straw, and I almost dragged him
under with me. He deserved to be happy. Without me.“I’ll ask,” I said.She exhaled. “Thank you.”“I
don’t know if I can convince Curran. Your lord and I have a tendency to infuriate each other.” And
every time we met, something of mine got broken. My ribs, my roof, my hammer…She didn’t
hear the last part. “I know we can. Thank you so much. We’re so grateful.”“Incoming,” Maxine’s
voice warned in my mind.A familiar lanky figure appeared in the doorway of my office. About five
ten, he wore pale jeans and a light T-shirt. His brownish hair was cropped very short. He had a
fresh, clean-cut face and velvet brown eyes framed in embarrassingly long eyelashes. If it wasn’t



for the promise of a masculine square jaw, he would be bordering on “pretty.” On the plus side, if
he ever had to fight through a room full of adolescent girls, he only needed to blink a couple of
times, and they would all faint.But his prettiness and smoky eyes were misleading. Derek was a
killer. He’d seen more suffering in his eighteen years than some people packed into half a
century and it had sharpened him to a razor’s edge. I hadn’t seen him since Red Point, when my
big mouth managed to get him sworn to protect me with a blood oath. Curran had since released
him from his oath, but a pledge sealed in blood didn’t just go away. Its aftereffects lingered. That
had been the first and last time I would ever screw with the Pack’s hierarchy.“Kate, hello.” Derek
said mildly. “Myong? What are you doing here?”Myong jumped off her chair and cringed. Her
shoulders hunched, as though she were expecting a punch, her head drooped, and her knees
bent. She looked down on the floor. Had she been in her animal form, I’m pretty sure she would
have peed herself.Alrighty then, I guess we knew who stood higher in the Pack’s chain of
command.“You don’t have to answer him,” I said. “Information disclosed to a representative of
the Order is confidential unless subpoenaed by a court of law.”She just stood there, watching the
floor. It was too much for me.“You may go,” I said.She fled the office. A second later the door
leading to the landing clicked closed behind her. I bet she was running down the stairs to the
outside. Hopefully, she wouldn’t break her legs in those stilettos. Her bones might take a whole
two weeks to heal.“May I come in?” Derek asked.I pointed to one of the two client chairs. “Why is
Myong scared of you?”He sat and shrugged. “I can only guess.”“Do.”“I work for Curran directly
now. She’s probably afraid I’ll snitch, because I think I know why she was here.”“Will you?”He
shrugged again. “It’s her own affair. Unless she starts plotting some harm to the Pack, I’m not
interested. Coming here wasn’t her idea anyway. She’s very passive.”“Oh?”He nodded. “That
asshole made her do it. I always said he was a slimebag.”“Your opinion is duly noted.” Thank you,
boy wonder, for the editorial on my “almost could have been” boyfriend. What would I do without
the moral compass of a teenage werewolf?“Why didn’t he come himself? Shouldn’t he be here
saying, ‘Hey, I know it didn’t work out between us, but I need your help?’ His ego’s so big, he
sent his fiancée to beg his former girlfriend to arrange his wedding. How weak is that?”Pretty
weak. “Not another word.”Derek sat up a little straighter. Yellow rolled across his eyes and
vanished. That wasn’t normal.I pulled Slayer from its sheath and ran my finger along its length.
The opaque, almost white metal of the saber nipped at me with faint magic teeth. Definitely a
flare. Shapeshifters had trouble controlling their emotions during the flare. Great, just great.
Perhaps Curran could be emotionally detached about this wedding problem? Ha! Who was I
kidding?“You look good,” I told Derek.“Thanks.”“You never come to visit me, though. Are you in
trouble?”“No. Is the room secure?”“You’re in a Chapter house of the Order. You can’t get more
secure.”He reached behind him and pushed the door closed. “I’ve come to extend a petition from
the Pack.”I don’t want to work with Curran, I don’t want to work with Curran, I don’t want to work
with Curran. “I’m sorry, I didn’t hear that right. I thought you said the Pack wanted my help?”“Yes.”
Little tiny sparks danced in his eyes. “We were screwed and he didn’t even kiss us first.”“How
tacky of him. And this ‘he’ would be?”“We aren’t sure,” Derek said carefully. “But you have his bolt



on your desk.”I leaned forward. “Do tell.”“Let’s just say that this morning one of our teams was
jumped by a man using this specific type of bolt. He has stolen Pack property and we want it
back.”“Aha. Why me?” The last time I checked, the Pack preferred to take care of their own
problems. Hell, they didn’t even admit to having problems most of the time.“Because you have
contacts we don’t.” Derek permitted himself a small smile. “And because if we start turning the
city inside out looking for this person, certain parties will wonder why and the rather
embarrassing facts of the theft might come to light. We don’t want to air our dirty laundry in
public. The Order always helped us without undue publicity.”Great. The battle was lost. Greg was
the only person within the Order who had earned the Pack’s trust. Now since he was dead and I
had earned Friend of the Pack status, that trust naturally extended to me. The Order wanted to
keep an eye on the Pack, I knew that much. Something told me the knights would view this
petition as a wonderful opportunity to do just that.“What did the crossbowman take?”Derek
hesitated.“Derek, I’m not going to hunt I don’t know whom to retrieve I don’t know what. What did
he take?”“He jumped a survey team and took the maps.”I almost whistled, except that my
Russian father would have risen from his grave and smacked me for whistling indoors. The Pack
maps, legendary in quality, precise, up-to-date, with all the new neighborhoods and power zones
clearly marked, every alley explored, every place of interest indicated. I knew at least a half a
dozen people who’d give their left nut for a chance to photocopy the bloody things.“He must
have balls,” I said.“He did look male.”“Description?”“Very fast.”“That’s it? That’s all you got?”“Very
good shot.”I sighed. “Who did he shoot?”“Jim.”Oh shit. “Is he okay?”“He was shot four times in
less than two seconds. He isn’t very happy about it. A bit tender in places. But generally he’ll be
okay.”My brain put the pieces together. “After our mark went down, Jim got a call from the survey
team. The crossbowman tailed Jim, jumped him, incapacitated the survey team, and stole the
maps.”Derek’s face radiated all the joy of a man biting into a lime.One hell of a trick, tailing my
former partner. “Just out of curiosity, how many people are in a survey team?”“Four.”Five with
Jim. “And you let him get away?”“He just disappeared.”“I guess the shapeshifters’ sense of smell
isn’t what it used to be.”“No, Kate, you don’t understand. He vanished. He was there one
moment and then he was gone.”I couldn’t resist. “Like a ninja. In a puff of smoke.”“Yes.”“So you
want me to track down a supernaturally fast sniper who can disappear into thin air, retrieve your
maps, and do it so nobody finds out what I’m doing or why?”“Exactly.”I sighed. “I’ll get the
paperwork.”CHAPTER 3WHEN YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO NEXT, GO back to the
beginning. I had no name, no description, and no place to start looking for the mysterious sniper,
so I figured the garage where Jeremy almost toasted us was my best bet. Since the magic was
determined to fluctuate and I didn’t fancy being stranded, I decided to take a horse from the
Order’s stables, located a block away.Turned out I wasn’t the only person who had noticed the
magic craziness. The stables were nearly empty, and all my regular choices were out. I entered
on foot and left atop a red molly. Her name was Ninny, she was fifteen hands tall, and as she
braved the downtown traffic with nary a twitch, I began to see the wisdom of mule breeding.The
shortest route to the garage lay along Interstate 85 through the heart of the city. In happier times,



the view from the highway must have been breathtaking. Now both Downtown and Midtown lay
in ruins, battered to near rubble by the magic waves. Twisted steel skeletons of once mighty
skyscrapers jutted like bleached fossil bones from the debris. Here and there a lone half-eaten
survivor struggled to remain upright, all but its last few stories destroyed. Shattered glass from
hundreds of windows glittered among chunks of concrete.Unable or unwilling to clear the rubble,
the city grew around it. Small stalls and stands had sprung up here and there along the twelve-
lane highway, selling everything from fake monster eggs to state-of-the-art miniature palmtops
and precision firearms. The palmtops rarely worked even when tech was in full swing, and the
monsters sometimes hatched.Horses, mules, camels, and bizarre vehicles all attempted to
negotiate the crowded road, blending into a huge multicolored crocodile of travelers, and I rode
within it, bathed in the animal smells, choking on automobile exhaust, and assaulted by gaggles
of vendors each trying to scream themselves hoarse.“Potions, potions, cure for arthritis…”“…the
best! First two are free…”“…water purifier. Save hundreds of dollars a year…”“…beef
jerky!”Beef. I bet.Twenty minutes later we left the highway’s noise behind by way of a wooden
ramp and trudged down into a tangle of streets collectively known as the Warren.Bordered by
Lakewood Park on one side and South view Cemetery on the other, the Warren stretched all the
way to McDonough Boulevard. A few decades ago, the area had been included in the South
Urban Renewal project, its layout redesigned to accommodate several large, sturdy apartment
complexes and new two-and three-story office buildings.In the years since the Shift, when the
first magic wave hit the world, the Warren had grown poorer, tougher, and more segregated. For
reasons unknown, magic displayed a selective appetite. It chewed some buildings into rubble,
while leaving others completely intact. Walking through the area now was like trying to make
your way through a war zone postbombing, with some houses reduced to refuse, while their
neighbors stood untouched.The garage where Jeremy had lost his life sat sandwiched between
a bank and an abandoned Catholic church. Three stories high and three stories deep, stained
with soot and missing its roof, the garage jutted like a burned-out match of a building. I
dismounted and tied Ninny to a metal beam protruding from the wall. Nobody in their right mind
would try to steal a molly with the Order’s crest branded on its butt. The Order had a nasty habit
of magic-tagging their property and there was nothing the street life disliked more than finding a
couple of knights full of righteous anger on their doorstep.Inside the garage, the air smelled of
chalky powder, the familiar dry scent of concrete turned into dust by the magic’s ever-grinding
wheels. I took the stairs down to the bottom floor. The spiraling levels of the garage had
crumbled in places, letting enough light filter down to dilute the darkness to a weak gloom. The
stench of sulfur nipped at my nostrils.I found the big black stain on the wall and backtracked
from there, until I came to Jeremy’s headless body. The Gray Squad must have been overloaded
with cadavers this morning—they should have taken his body to the morgue by now.I walked the
perimeter of the room until I found the fissure in the wall we had seen last night. I stuck my head
into it: dark and narrow, smelling of damp clay. Most likely this was the way the bowman had
escaped.I pulled my saber out and ducked into the tunnel.BEING UNDERGROUND WAS



NEVER ON MY “THINGS to do for fun” list. Being underground in the dark for what seemed like
an hour, with dirt crumbling onto my head, walls rubbing my shoulders, and a sniper possibly
waiting on the other side ranked right up there with getting a face full of giant toad vomit. I had
only gone up against a giant toad once, and the nightmares still made me gag.The tunnel
turned. I squeezed around the bend and saw light. Finally. I stood still, listening. No metallic click
of a safety being released. No voices.I approached the light and froze. A huge chasm carved the
ground before me. At least a mile wide and close to a quarter mile deep, it started a couple of
yards from my feet and stretched forth for a good two miles, veering left, its end lost behind the
bend. Piles of metal refuse lay in heaps along its bottom, giving slope to sheer walls. Here and
there clusters of thick metal spikes punctured the trash. Razor sharp and shiny, they curved
upright like the claws of some enormous buried bear, rising to three times my height. Above this
baby Grand Canyon, two tall storklike birds surfed the air currents, circling the gorge as if they
rode an invisible aerial calliope.Where the hell was I?Below, at the very bottom of the chasm, a
large metal structure slumped among the iron debris. From this angle, it looked like some giant
with a sweet tooth had gotten ahold of a metal hangar and squeezed its sides to see if there was
cream filling inside. If I needed a place to hide, I’d be in that hangar.One of the birds swooped in
my direction. A bright spark broke from its orange wings and plummeted down, slicing into the
ground a few feet below with a heavy metallic clang. I negotiated the knot of crooked rusty pipes
and climbed over to where it had fallen. A feather. A perfectly shaped bird feather, red at the root
and tinted with emerald green at the edge. I flicked my fingers at the shaft. It chimed. Holy crap.
Solid metal, shaped like a knife and sharp like a scalpel. A feather of a Stymphalean bird.I pulled
my knife out of its sheath on my belt and pried the feather out, managing not to cut myself. A bird
straight out of Greek mythos. At least it wasn’t a harpy. I stuck the knife into a spare loop on my
belt, slid the feather into the sheath, and started down the slope. Mythological creatures tended
to occur in bunches: if there was a Russian leshii in the forest, in the nearest pond you’d likely
find a Russian vodyanoi. If there was a Greek bird in the air, some Greek critter would surely
jump me in a moment. If my luck held, it wouldn’t be a handsome Greek demigod looking for the
love of his life or at least his love of a couple of hours. No, it would be something nasty, like
Cerberus or a Gorgona Medusa. I gave the hangar a suspicious glance. For all I knew it was
crammed full of people growing snakes instead of hair.Midway down the slope, the Universe
treated me to another magic wave. The wind brought a whiff of an acrid, bitter stench. In the
distance something thumped like a sledgehammer hitting a drum with mind-numbing regularity:
whoom, whoom, whoom.Five minutes later, sweaty and covered in rust stains, I reached the
hangar. Soft voices filtered through the metal walls. I couldn’t make out the words, but someone
was inside.I put my ear against the wall.“What ’bout my mom?” A thin, high-pitched voice. A
young girl, probably an adolescent.“I gotta split.” Slightly deeper, male. Heard it somewhere
before.“You promised!”“The magic’s cresting, okay? Gotta split.”Young voices. A boy and a girl,
talking street.The only available door hung crooked and would make noise when I tried to open
it.I kicked the door in and walked inside.The hangar was empty, save for a huge heap of broken



wooden crates. Sunlight punched into the building through the holes in the roof. The hangar had
no floor, its dented metal frame resting on packed dirt. In the very center of the dirt sat a perfect
ring of barely visible white stones. The stones shimmered weakly, wanting very much to be
invisible, trying to slide out of sight into nothing.An environmental ward. A good one,
too.“Anybody home?”A kid stepped out from behind the crates, dangling a dead rat by its tail. He
was short, starved, and filthy. Ragged clothes, patched, torn, and patched again, hung off his
skinny adolescent frame. His brown hair stuck out in all directions like the needles on a
hysterical hedgehog. He raised his right hand, fingering a knotted hemp cord, from which
dangled a dozen bones, feathers and beads. His shoulders were bony, his arms thin, yet he
stared at me with unmistakable defiance. It took me less than a second to recall that stare.“Red,”
I said. “Fancy meeting you here.”The recognition crept into his eyes. He lowered his hand.
“Sokay,” he called. “I know her.”A dirty head poked above the tower of crates and a thin girl
climbed into view. Ten, maybe eleven, she had the waifish sort of look that had little to do with
her petite frame and everything to do with being underfed. A wispy cloud of grimy hair framed
her narrow face, making the deep circles around her eyes seem even deeper. She looked
tainted with adult skepticism, but not beaten yet. Life had abused her and now she bit all hands
first and looked to see if they offered food later. Her hand clutched a large knife and her eyes told
me she would be willing to use it.“Who are you?” she asked me.“She’s a merc,” Red said.He
reached inside his shirt and pulled out a stack of papers, held together by a string. He dug in it
with dirty fingers and deposited a small rectangle in my hand. My business card, stained with the
brown whorls of a thumbprint. The print was mine; the blood belonged to Derek, my werewolf
boy wonder.
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Nenia Campbell, “Another win from the Andrews duo!. When I was a teenager, one of my favorite
websites in the whole wide world was Quizilla. It was a magical wonderland of user-made
quizzes and bad fic, where you could spend the day finding out what anime girl element you
were (with ~beautiful pics~) or you could spend the day reading smutty fanfic about Louis and
Lestat. Or, if you were so inclined, you could browse original fic submitted by users, often written
in the second person, where "you," the heroine, were some kind of hybrid angel-vampire-
werewolf-faerie combination and had a veritable reverse-harem of male love interests to chose
from, distinguishable only in the colors of their hair and the way they demonstrated their instant
love for you.The Kate Daniels series is leagues above the kind of trash I used to read on Quizilla
(which is now sadly defunct), but it taps into that same insatiable craving for fun, addictive
stories that balance action and romance. Set in a world where magic is at constant war with
tech, Kate Daniels is that hybrid Mary Sue like character from my childhood-- only now she's all
grown up and sporting big girl pants and a pretty intimidating sword named Slayer.In this book,
an arson case ends up leading Kate down a rabbit hole of missing witches, undead mermaids,
and evil cauldrons. Every time there's a magic flare, something sinister happens, and it's dark
and ancient magic. People are playing with deadly gods. Naturally, the Pack ends up being
involved, and Kate clashes against the attractive werelion, Curran. But there's other attractive
dudes, like the so-bad-he's-good thief, Bran, and Saiman, the seductive shape-changer.
Basically every guy Kate meets in this book has some kind of interest in her, which should have
been annoying-- but the way she's written, you can kind of understand why she's so magnetic. I
found her compelling.As always, the book is a little slow to start, but as soon as the action picks
up, I'm questioning any doubts I ever had about this wife-and-husband writing duo. They've yet
to truly disappoint me with any of their books and MAGIC BURNS was no exception. Luckily I
also own books three and four, and I just checked out book five in ebook from the library, so I'm
all set to binge read this series!4 to 4.5 out of 5 stars”

Red-Haired Ash, “Another dangerous adventure for Kate. As a mercenary, Kate Daniels has
seen her fair share of occupational hazards. Once every seven years there is a magic flare, a
time when magic runs rampant, and it is happening now. While trying to retrieve some stolen
maps for the Pack, Kate runs across a larger problem involving a God and a battle for power.
Now it's a race to stop a cataclysmic event that could end with the destruction of Atlanta.This
book was nonstop action! There were witches, gods, shifters, vampires, and a giant tortoise. I
really enjoyed the mix of mystery, action, and danger with this series. Each book is a race to find
out what is going to happen next. It makes it hard for me to put the books down0.As with the first
book, there are a lot of amazing side characters in this one, including a few new people. Curran,
the Beast King, is starting to appear more in the series and has made his first move to notify
Kate that he is interested in a relationship with her. Their constant back and forth has started to



turn into foreplay instead of just annoyance. I can’t wait for them to really start dating.“You don’t
cause problems. An unpiloted vampire causes problems. You cause catastrophes.”As always,
Kate is a snarky and deadly woman. I love that we get to see more of her sword skill in this book.
She really decemates the enemies and shows her crazier/ bloodier side. I loved how Kate
adopted Julie in a way and became her crazy aunt during all of this. Kate definitely is starting to
let her barriers down and expand her circle of friends.Overall, I really enjoyed this story. I love
this world that has waves of tech and magic. It's just a very unique world, with unique characters
and paranormal elements. I highly recommend this series if you are a UF fan, a paranormal fan,
or are into kickass heroines.”

classicsGGma, “Book 2 Is Even Better.... Book 2 continues building a bigger and better world.
Magic and technology compete and at times causing chaos for the people living through all the
not-so-fluid flux created. Really enjoyed learning new things about this world and about the
creatures and people inhabiting it. Of course, returning is our heroine, Kate, and the Beast Lord,
Curran. This time we are treated to some mythology, characters from Irish myth and the
vampires we encounter are NOT the ones from Dracula or our paranormal romances. The
exciting adventure continues with much action and interesting story. Remember, it's a fantasy,
so suspend reality for a few hours and just enjoy.”

CC Man, “Magic and more. I like the Kate Daniels series, particularly as the husband-and-wife
duo behind the Ilona Andrews name manage to navigate what have become the Urban Fantasy
cliches better than most - you know, the kick-ass heroine; the lovely but deadly werewolf/
vampire/supernatural beastie who wants her etc etc. Heroine Kate Daniels is the only surviving
half-child of the legendary original vampire, who would kill her as a threat to his power if he knew
of her existence. So she tries to keep a low profile in a near-future Atlanta while doing
supernatural clean-up for both human agencies and the paranormal beasties. Hence her love/
hate relationship with Curran, lord of the local shapeshifters. She's contracted to recover some
occult maps stolen from Curran's Pack. Who could have infiltrated the Pack's heavily defended
base and escaped into thin air - literally? Her investigations take place at the same time as
there's a magical flare in Atlanta, a period of especially intense magic that disables modern
technology. Soon she's up to her neck in returning Elder Gods intent on - what else - world
domination. It's down to her and her allies to stop the Apocalypse. This is the second book in the
series and shows the authors beginning to hit their stride with the characters and plotting. Good
stuff.”

Lyn & Nino, “Awesome!!!. Oh wow, I adored this book!!! This series just gets better and better
and can't wait to see what happens next!!!This storyline was so action filled and intense, so
much happens in this book but it doesn't feel too much and you can understand it really well. You
cam identify with so many of the characters, although they are supernatural they still have a very



human element to them and I think that's what makes them a joy to read about.You see a very
different side to Kate in this book, you see a softer side but you also see a harder, more vengeful
Kate. I lived seeing both of these sides of her as I love that she has many many different aspects
to her personality and who she is. I still love Curran, even more in this book, you just get to see
him more and I can't wait to read more of him.I adored this and can't rate it highly enough!!!”

N. Fallon, “Kate is feisty with a great sense of humour. Magic Burns is the 2nd book in the Kate
Daniels Series (1st book being Magic Bites) by the husband and wife writing team known as
Ilona Andrews who have also written the Edge series. The series is set in Atlanta but in a time
when magic and technology compete with each other to be in charge, resulting in a world where
nothing is guaranteed to work in 5 minutes time even if it it working now. Kate Daniels is feisty
with a sense of humour and an interesting family background but also a tendency to jump both
feet first into many situations. Kate is tough which is good when she doesn't always play nicely
with others, however she's not the only stubborn one and so luckily doesn't have to face
everything alone even when she intends to. Other characters include Shapeshifters such as Jim,
Derek, and the Beast Lord Curran, Vampire Navigator (Master of the Dead) Ghastek, Andrea a
Knight of the Order, Bran a Godesses 'Hound' and Julie and Red who are 2 street kids who
need her help, all of whom have some interesting banter with Kate.Other people have written
more comprehensive descriptions of the storyline but I'm going to write a shorter summary and
then concentrate on why I enjoyed the book. The magic is getting a bit crazy and seems to be
leading up to a flare when who knows what will happen?! Kate finds herself looking for the mum
of a street kid called Julie which seems somehow to be linked to other things going on such as a
teleporting thief who keeps stealing from the Shapeshifters and general weirdeness associated
with the increase in magic. I love the sense of humour with which the book is written and the
depth given to all of the characters. Interactions between characters are always done
intelligently and with the tongue firmly in cheek, even when the encounter is antagonistic. This
story builds upon the characters from Magic Bites and introduces some new ones too. It is a
story that carries you along with it giving you the information you need as you need it, rather than
overloading you and expecting you to remember everything.It was fun to read the first and all
subsequent times when reading the whole set each time I get the next in series.”

The book by Ilona Andrews has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,260 people have provided feedback.
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